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In Home, Susan Black documents a New England neighborhood – upside down.  In an ongoing project, Black employs video to record neighborhoods in various countries, creating 
“portraits” of people through the landscapes they fabricate. Finding it beautiful, yet strange, that humans invent a “world” around their residences, Black gives inverted tours of 
neighborhoods to express her wonder and to “give each place a surreal sense so viewers look more closely.”    
 
As Black pans along the street, the imagery takes on a surreal quality.  Houses with manicured lawns and crisply painted exteriors initially look like dangling architectural models or 
dollhouses – ideal and plastic. Home features houses and yards that seem similar at first, but, upon closer inspection, details like 
basketball hoops, SUVs and American flags glide by, expanding the structures’ personalities.  In this silent documentary, Black’s 
inventory eventually reveals subtle variety rather than repetition. 
Working in several countries allowed Black to see how each location’s neighborhoods reflect that culture.  In Germany, hedges 
blocked most of the houses, and in Amsterdam the architecture invited the world in.  In America, says Black, “I find the shrubbery 
and plantings, trees and human-created landscaping are amazingly descriptive elements of the portraits.”  
 
With its reversed horizon and erratic speeds, Home may make viewers feel as though they are seeing the world from a merry-go-
round.  As the trees fly by then slow down, it is as though Black spins the viewer again, re-accelerating the tour.  This effect has the 
potential to create a physical reaction in viewers by making them dizzy.  By turning the landscape on its head, Black also hopes 
viewers will observe her images as well as their own worlds more closely.  
 
Susan Black, who moved to Scotland from New York last year, was included in the 2002 Whitney Biennial.  She studied Cognitive Science at the Hampshire College in Massachusetts 
and was a fellow at the Skowhegan School of Art in Maine.   Black has exhibited in over 30 venues worldwide, including shows at the Corcoran Museum in Washington, D.C. and 
P.S.1 in New York.   
 


